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James Meredith
James Meredith led the 1966
"March Against Fear" in
Mississippi. During the march,
Meredith was shot and killed
on June 7th. 

Image from https://www.biography.com/activists/james-meredith 

The "March Against Fear" was created to encourage African
Americans to vote. 
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Rhetorical Strategies 
MLK addresses Russell as "Friend"MLK addresses Russell as "Friend"MLK addresses Russell as "Friend"

Acknowledging the feats Meredith alreadyAcknowledging the feats Meredith alreadyAcknowledging the feats Meredith already
accomplishedaccomplishedaccomplished

Specifying the resistance is "nonviolent"Specifying the resistance is "nonviolent"Specifying the resistance is "nonviolent"

Addressing this is an effort for both "Negro andAddressing this is an effort for both "Negro andAddressing this is an effort for both "Negro and
white"white"white"

MLK uses both knowledgeable and friendlyMLK uses both knowledgeable and friendlyMLK uses both knowledgeable and friendly
language language language 

Voice
MLK approaches Russell in a very professionalMLK approaches Russell in a very professionalMLK approaches Russell in a very professional
tone. There is not an element of indignity in MLK'stone. There is not an element of indignity in MLK'stone. There is not an element of indignity in MLK's
writing for he is forward yet approachable andwriting for he is forward yet approachable andwriting for he is forward yet approachable and
kind.kind.kind.

Argument 
MLK is urging Russell to write a check to the SCLCMLK is urging Russell to write a check to the SCLCMLK is urging Russell to write a check to the SCLC
to aid in the ongoing, positive effects of the "Marchto aid in the ongoing, positive effects of the "Marchto aid in the ongoing, positive effects of the "March
Against Fear." Against Fear." Against Fear." 
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Richard B. Russe
On June 14, 1966, Martin

Luther King, Jr. wrote to
Georgia Senator Richard B.
Russell to address the need

for emergency funding for the
"March Against Fear" following

Meredith's murder.  
Image from
https://www.senate.gov/artandhistory/history/common/image/
Russell-Richard-ga.htm

The Southern Christian
Leadership Conference (SCLC)
is dedicated to "helping the
American Negro attain first
class citizenship by NON-VIO-
LENT direct action and
education."

MLK did not want to lose sight
of freedom movements
occurring in other states and

Goals of the SCLC
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was desperate for more

money to complete the "March
Against Fear."

This handout was attached in MLK's letter to Russell

It is ironic that MLK is asking
Senator Russell for money
because he was never known
to be a pro-civil rights. MLK
even addressed the letter to
Russell as "Friend."

Russell's response to a civilian
addressing equality for African
Americans. His "morals" did no
the "March Against Fear."
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The Result:
Meredith's valiant efforts in the
"March Against Fear" proved to be
successful. Many African
Americans registered to vote. 

"March Against Fear" route from
https://mississippitoday.org/2023/06/26/on-this-

day-in-1966-meredith-march-ends-at-mississippi-
capitol/
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